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DISCOVER WETLAND LIFE
Get a glimpse inside the secret world
of beavers & learn why Buckee built
a home at BaseCamp

BACKYARD DAMS & HOME
ECOSYSTEMS
Learn how to engineer your own dam &
how ponds protect beaver lodges

PERSONAL RESPONSILIBTY - COURAGE - RESPECT FOR ALL

Buckee the Beaver
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BaseCamp Adventures

Parachuting Beavers Into
Idaho’s Wilderness? Yes,
It Really Happened
Hi kids, my name is Buckee the beaver
and I live at Idaho BaseCamp on the Big Lost
River! This is the perfect home for me, there
is a huge riparian zone that I call my home.
Riparian zones, or areas, are lands that occur
along the edges of rivers, streams, lakes, and
other water bodies. Plant habitats and communities along the river areas and banks are
called riparian vegetation. Cottonwood trees,
willows and dogwood bushes make a lovely
place to live.
My best friend in the world is Noonie the
Moose. We spend out days together eating
the willow buds and hanging out with our
friend Tommy the Trout. I am a busy beaver.
I spend most of the night working on building dams and dropping trees so I can eat the
tender bark and soft juicy leaf buds at the top
of the trees. When I am done munching on
the bark and buds I use the sicks to build my

dams and my lodge. If you ever see a stick
around Idaho BaseCamp that has no bark on
it then it was mine!
In the evening you might see me swimming in the Lazy River just below the Borah
Basin Building (BBB). One of my favorite
things to do is to hide out with my friends
and watch all the kids come to Idaho BaseCamp and play in the water, run on the trails
and build their own shelters!
Well nice to talk to you, I’m off to meet
up with my BaseCamp buddies to play until a
new group of kids arrive!

In 1948 Fish & Game decided to
relocate beavers from McCall to
Chamberlain Basin, in what is
now the Frank Church River of
No Return Wilderness Area and
there weren’t any roads.
They came up with a specially
designed wooden box that could
be parachuted out of a plane and
would open upon impact. Then
they found a beaver, named him
Geronimo and did tests drops
on a landing field, over and over
and over again.
After knowing it was safe, F&G
dropped Geronimo and 78 other
beavers into the wilderness
area. They all went to work and
created some amazing habitat
that is part of what is now the
largest protected roadless forest
in the lower 48 states.

Build a beaver dam at home!

Animal
Architects
What is a
beaver dam?
A beaver dam is a
dam made of logs and
mud, built by a beaver.
A dam is something
that blocks or slows
down the flow of water
in a river or a stream. A
lake or pond is created
behind a dam.

What do beavers use to build
their dams?
Beavers build their
dams out of trees and
branches that they
cut using their strong
incisor (front) teeth!
They also use grass,
rocks, and mud.

•Dam building
materials: mud, dirt,
sand, rocks, sticks,
whatever you can
find in your backyard!

Supplies
•A baking dish,
plastic container, or
any other waterprof
container that is
deep enough to hold
water and your dam.

•Tools you might
need to build the
dam, like shovels or
trowels. Or just use
your hands!
•Water.

1. Gather your dam building materials! Pretend your
backyard is a forest and you are a beaver -What do
you think is the best material for building your dam?
What would a beaver use?
2. Using your materials, build your dam inside your
container. Build it up using layers of mud, sand, twigs,
or whatever natural materials you choose.
3. Slowly pour a small amount of water on one side of
the dam. Did the water break or go through your dam?
4. Empty your container and try again!

to sleep, raise their
babies, stay warm in
winter, and hide from
predators.
Why are beaver
dams important?

Beaver dams don’t
just create a place for
beavers to live! The
ponds that beaver dams
create are important
habitats for other wetDo beavers live
Why do beavers
land animals, including
in a beaver dam?
build dams?
birds and fish. These
Nope!
Beavers
build
ponds also help control
Beavers build dams
across streams to create dams so that they have soil erosion and reduce
a safe pond where they flooding. Beavers are
a pond where they can
can build their beaver
a “keystone species.”
build a “beaver lodge”
lodge.
A
beaver
lodge
This means that they
to live in. These ponds
are important to an
provide protection from is built out of twigs,
sticks,
rocks,
and
mud,
ecosystem because they
predators like wolves,
and has an underwater modify, or change, their
coyotes, or mountain
entrance (beavers are
environment in a way
lions.
very good swimmers!). that helps other animals
Inside their lodge, bea- and plants too.
vers have a safe place

Now that you’ve
learned how
beavers build their
dams, try your
hand at building a
dam of your own!

Remember: some water will trickle past your dam; a
beaver dam on a stream or river doesn’t completely
hold the water back. Did your dam hold most of the
water back?

Beaver
Wetlands
create homes
to over 1000
organisms.
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Wild beaver
tracking 101
People residing near water often notice signs of beavers on their property.
Tracks in snow or mud are distinct because the animals have webbed hind feet
that leave behind triangular prints. As they move, their front paws create handlike indents. Additionally, a beaver’s flat tail may drag through its prints and
obscure them, especially beaver tracks in snow.
Those who spot beaver tracks are likely to see girdled trees and felled logs
as well. Beavers have a specific way of gnawing tree stumps, leaving them with
a unique, chiseled point. These clues in combination with beaver prints are a
strong indication of an active lodge nearby.

Beavers do not
always build dams.
They can live on
a river and use burrows and eat vegetation without building
any structures. Look
for their tracks and
signs along sandy river
banks. You might find
areas where limbs
have been dragged
into the water.
Beaver tracks are
often obliterated by
the tail as it drags over
them. Look for partial
tracks and you might
spot a beaver.

Beavers stash trees underwater for use during the
winter. They will drag a limb
down and plant the heavy
end in the mud at the bottom
of the pond. When the pond
is frozen over and it is hard
to find food, the beaver can
take advantage of this stash.

Beaver Facts:
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• Beavers live in lodges with two dens,
which look like little domes made of
sticks, grass, branches and mud. Lodges
are built barely above water level on the
banks of ponds or lakes. They usually
have an underwater entrance.
• Beavers are herbivores, which means
they eat leaves,roots, bark, willow and
aquatic plants.
• Beavers are the second largest rodent.
Their rounded body is covered with brown
fur.
• Beavers have a flat, scaly, rudder-like tail.
Their tail and webbed feet propel them
through the water at 5 to 8mph.
• According to National Geographic, they
can stay underwater for 15 minutes.
• They walk slowly on land but are very
good swimmers.
• Despite having poor eyesight, beavers
have a good sense of hearing, smell and
touch.
• They have a set of transparent eyelids,
which enable them to see underwater.
• Beavers are very social animals. They
live in groups called colonies.
• They are nocturnal mammals, preferring
to move around at night.
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The next 25 years!
1998, Twenty five years
ago, the vision was for
youth in our local community to have fun while they
learn about themselves
and the natureal environment through outdoor
experiences.

This was MAT Camp.
That modest goal has
grown into multiple
programs for youth and
adults, partnerships with
other nonprofits and statewide interest in scaling our
programs across all school
districts in Idaho.

Today this is Idaho
BaseCamp!
Join Idaho BaseCamp
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in preserving 12 pristine
acres on the Big Lost for
future generations of
kids and baby beavers

CONIDAHO BASECAMP BIG LOST CAMPUS
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Learning outdoors since 1998

NATURE

FUN

HEALTH

WWW.IDAHOBASECAMP.ORG

Email us for tips on creating your own IBC Adventure!
Office@idahobasecamp.org

